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Devices

tasks to devices. This is demonstrated in the selection of
elements in a matrix where no selections are in the same
row or column as any others. We set up our matrix to have
the columns as capabilities and the rows as devices where
each device were expanded so that each capability that it
offered is in a separate row. This can be seen in the change
from Figure 1a to 1b.
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(b) Standard selection
Fig. 1.
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(a) Compressed capability table

I. M OTIVATION AND BACKGROUND
Transient Clouds [1] is platform that allows a group of
mobile devices to offer their capabilities as a cloud service
solely among themselves without requiring access to any
existing infrastructure. They are envisioned to be utilized in
temporal scenarios in which the cloud is created on-the-fly
and would disappear as the context ceases to exist. Transient
Clouds are motivated by the fact that mobile devices have
grown more and more powerful, and by using them as a
single big collection of various capabilities rather than individual devices the scope of the tasks that they can accomplish
should grow more significantly. Currently, any single device
is constrained by what functions its hardware and software
can provide. With Transient Clouds, this constraint is lifted.
If a device is missing a particular needed capability (or a
resource), it can ask another device in the Transient Cloud
to supply that capability/resource on its behalf. For example,
if a device needs its approximate GPS coordinates but lacks a
GPS chip, it can use the Transient Cloud that it is a member
of to get the coordinates of a nearby device, and use that
as an approximate location for itself. Transient clouds are
different from other mobile clouds (e.g., [2]–[4]) in that they
deal with the dynamic nature of devices joining and leaving
the network as well as dynamically adapt the assignments
of capabilities to devices to achieve load balancing and task
collocation properties.
We decided to use the Hungarian method [5] as the
basis for our assignment algorithm due to its efficiency and
simplicity. It finds the minimum overall cost of assigning
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Abstract— In this paper, we present our demo of Transient
Clouds – a platform that allows for mobile devices within range
of each other to form an ad-hoc network and collaboratively
execute tasks. Transient Clouds are utilized in temporal scenarios in which the cloud is created on-the-fly by the devices
present in an environment and would disappear as the devices
leave the network. In Transient Clouds, each device offers a
different set of capabilities based on its software and hardware.
When a particular device has a task to execute, it can send it
into the Transient Cloud that would assign the subtasks to
the devices, based on their capabilities, and collect the results
back. We use a modified version of the Hungarian method to
decide the assignments to achieve certain properties such as
load balancing and collocating subtasks. This demo showcases
an implementation of a Transient Cloud, albeit limited by
Android’s Wi-Fi Direct framework, in which a number of
devices provide their capabilities as a cloud service. The demo
is based on an Android app that connects the devices and allows
for the remote execution of subtasks on devices based on the
assignment algorithm.
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(c) Modified selection

Standard vs. modified Hungarian method selection

We then modified the Hungarian method to discourage the
selection of multiple capabilities offered by the same device
to achieve load balancing. The idea is to inflate the costs of
those other capabilities offered by that device, if one of its
capabilities is already chosen. This ensures that a device will
be assigned multiple capabilities only if there are no other
options. The result of this modification can be seen in the
change of selection in Figure 1b to Figure 1c. Similarly, the
costs can be deflated to encourage collocating tasks on the
same device.
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Illustration of code distribution in Transient Clouds

Group Owner, which then forwards the result to the original
requesting client.
This implementation style is more of a proof-of-concept.
As mentioned earlier, one of the goals was to prove that this
could be done using today’s available consumer technology
with a minimal amount of set up for the users, which is why
we worked within the limitations of Android’s Wi-Fi Direct
framework. On a rooted device, however, a full implementation of a complete ad-hoc network becomes feasible.
III. D EMONSTRATION

II. I MPLEMENTATION
Our goal in this demo is to show the feasibility of Transient Clouds even with today’s technology. We decided to
use the Android operating system because it offers the most
flexibility. We also wanted our framework to work with any
off-the-shelf Android device so we made the decision to work
within the confines of unrooted devices. We use the Wi-Fi
Direct framework, a relatively recent addition to the Android
operating system that allows devices to connect to each other
directly over Wi-Fi and exchange data. Unfortunately, the
stock Android implementation of Wi-Fi Direct requires that
one device be designated as the “Group Owner” and that
all other devices must connect to it in order to join the
network. As a result, our demo does not use a complete adhoc network like our conceptual model, and instead forms a
network with a star topology. We decided, however, to take
the full advantage of this star topology, and gave the Group
Owner full responsibilities for creating and maintaining the
capabilities table and assignments. Because every device in
the network is required to connect to the Group Owner to join
the network, the Group Owner is only required to manage
the table rather than provide any capabilities itself.
An illustration of our demonstration Transient Cloud design can be seen in Figure 2. When the first two devices
connect to each other, one of them is elected by the WiFi Direct protocol to be the Group Owner. The Group
Owner then receives the list of capabilities offered by the
client device and starts building the capability table. When
additional devices want to join the network, they connect
to the Group Owner and send it their lists of capabilities
as well. Each time the capability table is changed, either
through a device joining the cloud or leaving it, the Group
Owner re-runs the modified Hungarian method and updates
its assignments.
When a client device decides that it would like to have
a task offloaded into the Transient Cloud, it sends the task
number and the code that it would like to have executed
to the Group Owner. It sends the code in a pre-compiled
format, along with the name of the class and method that it
would like to be executed and any parameters the method
requires. The Group Owner looks at its current assignments
and forwards all of this information to the client device that
has been assigned that particular task. When it receives the
code, this client device uses Java’s Reflection library to find
the specified class and method inside the pre-compiled file
and executes it. The result is captured and returned to the

Our demonstration is composed of several Android devices
which we will connect together with Wi-Fi Direct. As the
devices connect to the Group Owner, their “capabilities”
will be assigned at random to simulate the idea that they
are all different devices. When a client device connects to
the network, it will gain the ability to request a capability
be offloaded into the Transient Cloud. When it makes this
request, the process illustrated in Figure 2 and described
above begins. Notifications will appear on the screens of
the involved devices as the different stages of the remote
execution occur. For the final stage, the result will be
displayed on the screen of the client that requested the
offloaded capability.
The pre-compiled code that will be offloaded as the task
is fairly straightforward, containing some dummy methods
that are used to simulate capabilities that can be requested.
These methods perform simple arithmetic operations that are
easily verifiable. This way, a device can request a specific
capability be offloaded and will get back the type of result
that it is expecting.
IV. T ECHNICAL R EQUIREMENTS
This demonstration has no special requirements. The mobile devices involved will be supplied by us, and there are
no other components of this demonstration to consider. The
only possible exception to this would be if there was a way
to easily display the screens of all of the devices to a group
of people all at once.
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